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Abstract. A lot of efforts have been made in ecological assessment and applications. At present, Chinese government attaches great importance to regional economic development, so this research takes China as the research object. For this reason, a novel regional ecological assessment technology is proposed based on improved ELECTRE method. In the improved ELECTRE method, concordance index, non-concordance index, credibility index, consistent credibility, non-consistent credibility and net credibility are defined firstly, and the preference matrix, the relation of group individuals is also defined. Based on these definitions, it can be sorted for the quality of all alternatives according to the net credibility. Experimental results suggest that the proposed improved ELECTRE method is feasible and valid to the regional ecological assessment.
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Introduction

In the eastern coastal areas and western areas to be developed in China, massive forest lands and wetlands have been damaged, leading to a situation of combined environmental pollution and massive ecological degradation (Anbari, 2003; Bi et al., 2015; Zuo et al., 2015). By ecological assessment, the key area for ecological environmental protection and restoration can be determined, ecological function zoning can be carried out, and proper protective measures and development plans can be made for different areas, to provide a scientific reference for determining urban development scale, land use arrangement and urban system configuration (Heilmann, 2013).

So far, a lot of efforts have been made in ecological assessment and application domestically and overseas (Nichols and Wahlen, 2004; Yang, 2015). The research contents include selection and analysis of sensitivity indexes of ecological environment, assessment of ecosystem service function and value, ecological risk analysis and pre-warning. The research range covers ecological sensitivity analysis under the context of global climate change, analysis of regional or watershed ecosystem dynamic change and difference, and provincial and municipal ecosystem assessment and ecological functional zoning (Zou et al., 2015; Zhao, 2003; Changdar et al., 2015; Lin and Lin, 2014). Diversified research methods have been adopted, such as ecological environment dynamic change monitoring and analysis with GIS and remote sensing monitoring technique, ecological environment sensitivity research based on fuzzy mathematical method, ecological environment vulnerability assessment with neural network method (Zhang et al., 2014; Belaqziz et al., 2013; Aloisio et al., 1997, 1999, 2005).
Investigation and survey indicate that most researches on ecological assessment at home and abroad focus on areas at national, provincial or county (municipal) levels, and few on areas at lower levels (Karamchand, 2006; Tehraniana et al., 2006; Wen et al., 2015). This paper is intended to analyze the ecological sensitivity and ecological risk of Manas County in Xinjiang from the aspects of land cover type, vegetation coverage index, geographic and geomorphic data, meteorological data, and soil type, and plan the areas of county development suitability and put forward ecological planning suggestions for different areas on this basis (Xiang et al., 2008; He and Xing, 2012; Zhang et al., 2016).

In this paper, a novel regional ecological assessment technology is proposed using improved ELECTRE method. In the proposed method, concordance index, non-concordance index, credibility index, consistent credibility, non-consistent credibility and net credibility are defined firstly, and the preference matrix, the relation of group individuals is also defined. Based on these definitions, it can be sorted for the quality of all alternatives according to the net credibility. Experimental results suggest that the proposed improved ELECTRE method is feasible and valid to the regional ecological assessment.

**Improved ELECTRE method**

In order to be specific and not lose the generality, $C_j (j = 1,2,\cdots,m)$ are all supposed to be benefit attributes. $p_j, q_j$ and $v_j$ signify strictly superior to the threshold value, indifference threshold value and veto threshold value respectively between projects on $C_j$. For the first kind of threshold value, suppose that $p_j$ is less than the difference between values of project $a_i$ and project $a_k$ on $C_j$, then we consider that the relation between $a_i$ and $a_k$ is that the former strictly superior to the latter; for the second kind of threshold value, suppose that $q_j$ is more than the difference between values of project $a_i$ and project $a_k$ on $C_j$, then it can be considered that there is indifference relation between these two projects; for the last threshold value, suppose that $v_j$ is less than or equal to the difference between values of project $a_i$ and project $a_k$ on $C_j$ (the value of $a_k$ is more than $a_i$), then we can vote down that the overall level of $a_j$ is superior to $a_k$, This shows that $0 \leq q_j \leq p_j \leq v_j$.

The improvements of the proposed ELECTRE method can be summarized as follows. Three novel indexes, Concordance Index, Non-concordance Index and Credibility Index are defined. Based on these indexes, a new Preference Matrix is constructed. Also, the Consistent Credibility, Non-consistent Credibility and Net Credibility are established. At the final, one novel approach is proposed to the Relation of Group Individuals and Sort of Group Decision.

**Definition of three indexes**

(1) Concordance Index, which can be expressed as $c(a_i, a_k)$, This index refers to the supporting degree to thesis that ‘the level of $a_i$ is higher than $a_k$’, which can be defined as
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\[ c(a_i, a_k) = \frac{1}{w} \sum_{j=1}^{m} w_j c_j(a_i, a_k) \]  

(Eq.1)

where

\[ w = \sum_{j=1}^{m} w_j \]  

(Eq.2)

\[
c_j(a_i, a_k) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } y_j(a_i) + p_j \leq y_j(a_k) \\
1 & \text{if } y_j(a_i) + q_j \geq y_j(a_k) \\
\frac{y_j(a_i) + p_j - y_j(a_k)}{p_j - q_j} & \text{other}
\end{cases}
\]

(Eq.3)

This index refers to the degree that project \( a_i \) is superior to project \( a_k \) on \( C_j \),

(2) Non-concordance Index, which refers to the denying degree to thesis that ‘the level of \( a_i \) is higher than \( a_k \)’, which can be defined as

\[
d_j(a_i, a_k) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } y_j(a_i) + p_j \geq y_j(a_k) \\
1 & \text{if } y_j(a_i) + q_j \leq y_j(a_k) \\
\frac{y_j(a_k) - y_j(a_i) - p_j}{v_j - p_j} & \text{other}
\end{cases}
\]

(Eq.4)

(3) Credibility Index, which refers to the credibility of that ‘the level of \( a_i \) is higher than \( a_k \)’, the value of which can be defined as

\[
s(a_i, a_k) = \begin{cases} 
c(a_i, a_k) & \text{if } \forall C_j, d_j(a_i, a_k) \leq c(a_i, a_k) \\
c(a_i, a_k) \times \prod_{j} \frac{1 - d_j(a_i, a_k)}{1 - c(a_i, a_k)} & \text{if } \forall C_j, d_j(a_i, a_k) > c(a_i, a_k)
\end{cases}
\]

(Eq.5)

**Build the preference matrix**

Every decision maker has his own point of view to judge and different preferences, so that they often use different dimensions and standards to make decisions (Duan et al., 2018; You et al., 2018; Liu et al., 2017; McKane et al., 2017). After finishing the ranking of alternatives by using ELECTRE-III method, we cannot simply use the
average method or Borda method to integrate single decision result as the overall result, which does not conform to actual situations. Therefore, we need to put forward a new method to make the group reflect different dimensions and standards during the sorting process. Here, credibility index and the rating placement of project have greater relation with these dimensions and standards. We need to consider the following two questions at the same time: the relative interval of project while assigning the credibility index as \( s(a_i, a_k) \) and \( s(a_i, a) \), the relative rating placement of project on \( s(a_i, a_k) \).

(1) Supposing that \( \Delta Q_{ij}(a_i, a_k) \) refers to the relative placement of project on \( (a_i, a_k) \) in the sort. \( Q_i(a_l) \) refers to the order made by person \( l \) for project \( a_i \). If there are \( m \) projects to be ordered, person \( l \) thinks that project \( a_i \) is the best among all the projects, then the \( Q_i(a_l) \) is defined as 1. If person \( l \) thinks that project \( a_i \) is the worst one among all projects, then the \( Q_i(a_l) \) is defined as \( m \). There are five situations between the relative placement \( \Delta Q_{ij}(a_i, a_k) \) in ranking all projects and the project

\[
\Delta Q_{ij}(a_i, a_k) = \begin{cases} 
Q_i(a_l) >> Q_j(a_k) & \text{if } Q_i(a_l) - Q_j(a_k) > \frac{n}{2} \\
Q_i(a_l) > Q_j(a_k) & \text{if } 0 < Q_i(a_l) - Q_j(a_k) \leq \frac{n}{2} \\
Q_i(a_l) = Q_j(a_k) & \text{if } Q_i(a_l) - Q_j(a_k) = 0 \\
Q_i(a_l) < Q_j(a_k) & \text{if } 0 < Q_i(a_l) - Q_j(a_k) \leq \frac{n}{2} \\
Q_i(a_l) << Q_j(a_k) & \text{if } Q_i(a_l) - Q_j(a_k) > \frac{n}{2}
\end{cases}
\]  

(Eq.6)

where \( Q_i(a_l) >> Q_j(a_k) \) refers that person \( l \) thinks project \( a_i \) is much better than project \( a_k \), \( Q_i(a_l) > Q_j(a_k) \) refers that person \( l \) thinks project \( a_i \) is a little better than project \( a_k \), \( Q_i(a_l) < Q_j(a_k) \) refers that person \( l \) thinks project \( a_i \) is a little worse than project \( a_k \), \( Q_i(a_l) << Q_j(a_k) \) refers that person \( l \) thinks project \( a_i \) is much worse than project \( a_k \).

When it is necessary to determine the quality sequence of projects, traditional ELECTRE method usually consider that there exists outranking relation while \( s(a_i, a_k) \geq \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta \) is found, \( \lambda_{\text{max}} = \max_{a_i, a_k \in A} s(a_i, a_k) \), \( \beta \) is the intercepting threshold, the value of which is setting by decision makers themselves according to their own experience. Among all these outranking relations, the quality sequence of project \( a_i \) can be determined according to the difference between the number of outflowing directed arc of project \( a_i \) and the number of inflowing directed arc of project \( a_i \). Therefore, there are four situations existed while defining the relative interval of credibility index \( s_i(a_i, a_k) \) and \( s_i(a_k, a_i) \) among each pair-projects

\[
\text{Zone I: } s_i(a_i, a_k) \geq \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta, \ s_i(a_k, a_i) \geq \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta
\]
Zone II: \( s_i(a_i, a_k) \geq \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta, \) \( s_i(a_k, a_i) < \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta \)

Zone III: \( s_i(a_i, a_k) < \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta, \) \( s_i(a_k, a_i) \geq \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta \)

Zone IV: \( s_i(a_i, a_k) < \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta, \) \( s_i(a_k, a_i) < \lambda_{\text{max}} - \beta \)

(2) Build the Preference Evaluation Matrix (Table 1). Preference Evaluation Matrix is used to measure the quality between project \( a_i \) and project \( a_k \).

**Table 1. Preference evaluation matrix**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( Q_i(a_i) \gg Q_i(a_k) )</th>
<th>Zone I</th>
<th>Zone II</th>
<th>Zone III</th>
<th>Zone IV</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( a_i O_s a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i O_s a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i O_s a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i O_s a_k )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_i(a_i) &gt; Q_i(a_k) )</td>
<td>( a_i O_w a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i O_w a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i I a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i O_w a_k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_i(a_i) = Q_i(a_k) )</td>
<td>( a_i I a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i O_w a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i B_a a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i I a_k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_i(a_i) &lt; Q_i(a_k) )</td>
<td>( a_i B_w a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i I a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i B_a a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i B_w a_k )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_i(a_i) \ll Q_i(a_k) )</td>
<td>( a_i B_w a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i B_w a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i B_a a_k )</td>
<td>( a_i B_a a_k )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( a_i O_s a_k \) refers that project \( a_i \) is much better \((O_s)\) than project \( a_k \); \( a_i O_w a_k \) refers that project \( a_i \) is little better \((O_w)\) than project \( a_k \); \( a_i I a_k \) refers that there is no difference \((I)\) between project \( a_i \) and project \( a_k \); \( a_i B_w a_k \) refers that project \( a_i \) is little worse \((B_w)\) than project \( a_k \); \( a_i B_a a_k \) refers that project \( a_i \) is much worse \((B_a)\) than project \( a_k \).

**Consistent credibility, non-consistent credibility and net credibility**

(1) Consistent credibility \( \Phi^+(a_i) \) indicates the degree that project \( a_i \) superior to other projects, which can be defined as

\[
\Phi^+(a_i) = \sum_{a_k \in A} s(a_i, a_k), \forall a_k \in A \quad (\text{Eq.7})
\]

(2) Non-consistent credibility \( \Phi^-(a_i) \) is used to show the degree that other projects superior to project \( a_i \), which can be defined as

\[
\Phi^-(a_i) = \sum_{a_k \in A} s(a_k, a_i), \forall a_k \in A \quad (\text{Eq.8})
\]

(3) Net credibility \( \Phi(a_i) \) can express the difference between consistent credibility and non-consistent credibility, which can be defined as

\[
\Phi(a_i) = \Phi^+(a_i) - \Phi^-(a_i)
\]
It can be sorted of the quality for all alternatives according to the value of net credibility $\Phi(a_i)$. The greater the value of the net credibility $\Phi(a_i)$ of a project, the better the project is.

**Relation of group individuals**

(1) Group concordance index $C_G(a_i, a_k)$ refers to the credibility of supporting thesis that ‘project $a_i$ is better than project $a_k$ ’ from the perspective of group, which can be defined as

$$C_G(a_i, a_k) = \sum_{l=1}^{m} v_l f_l(a_i, a_k)$$  \hspace{1cm} (Eq.9)

where

$$f_l(a_i, a_k) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if} \quad a_{O_i} a_k \\
0.75 & \text{if} \quad a_{O_k} a_i \\
0.5 & \text{if} \quad a_{Ia_i} \\
0.25 & \text{if} \quad a_{B_i} a_k \\
0 & \text{if} \quad a_{B_k} a_i 
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (Eq.10)

(2) Group non-concordance index $D_G(a_i, a_k)$ refers to the credibility of denying thesis ‘project $a_i$ is better than project $a_k$ ’ from the perspective of group, which can be defined as

$$D_G(a_i, a_k) = \sum_{l=1}^{m} v_l g_l(a_i, a_k)$$ \hspace{1cm} (Eq.11)

where

$$g_l(a_i, a_k) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if} \quad (a_{B_i} a_k \text{ or } a_{B_k} a_i) \text{ and } (Q_l(a_i) << Q_l(a_k)) \\
0 & \text{other}
\end{cases}$$ \hspace{1cm} (Eq.12)

(3) Group credibility index $S_G(a_i, a_k)$ refers to the credibility of thesis that ‘project $a_i$ is better than project $a_k$ ’, which can be defined as

$$S_G(a_i, a_k) = C_G(a_i, a_k) \cdot (1 - D_G(a_i, a_k))$$ \hspace{1cm} (Eq.13)

**Sort of group decision**

(1) Group consistency credibility $\Phi_G^+(a_i)$ refers to estimate the credibility that project $a_i$ is better than other projects from the perspective of group, which can be defined as
\[ \Phi^+_G(a_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} S_G(a_i, a_k) \]  
(Eq.14)

(2) Group non-consistency credibility \( \Phi^-_G(a_i) \) refers to estimate the credibility that other projects are better than project \( a_i \) from the perspective of group, which can be defined as

\[ \Phi^-_G(a_i) = \sum_{k=1}^{n} S_G(a_k, a_i) \]  
(Eq.15)

(3) Group net credibility \( \Phi_G(a_i) \) refers to the difference between \( \Phi^+_G(a_i) \) and \( \Phi^-_G(a_i) \), which can be defined as

\[ \Phi_G(a_i) = \Phi^+_G(a_i) - \Phi^-_G(a_i) \]  
(Eq.16)

It can be sorted for the quality of all alternatives according to the value of \( \Phi_G(a_i) \). In general, the greater the value of the group net credibility of a project, the better the project is.

**Experimental results**

In the experimental section, we take the Manas County (see Fig. 1) as the research object, which located at Xinjiang autonomous region, P. R. China. Manas County is located in the middle section of North Slope of the Tian-Shan Mountains, bordered by Hu-Tu-Bi County in the east, Shi-He-Zi and Sha-Wan city in the west, He-Jing County in the south, and Hoboksar Mongol Autonomous County in the north. In respect of geographical coordinates, it stretches from 43°28′29″ to 45°38′52″ north latitude and from 85°41′16″ to 86°43′10″ east longitude. Manas County takes the shape of strip long from north to south and narrow from west to east. It is 235 km long to the most and 118 km wide to the most. The whole county covers an area of 10,196.4 km², and has seven towns, four villages, two farms and one station, as well as Xin-Hu Farm of the Sixth Agricultural Division of Xin-Jiang Production and Construction Corps, and four regimental farms of the Eighth Agricultural Division, namely 147 regiment, 148 regiment, 149 regiment and 150 regiment. Geomorphically, Manas County can be divided into three units from south to north, namely southern mountain area, central plan, and northern desert, of which the altitude ranges from 5,222 m to 650 m, from 650 m to 320 m and from 320 m to 280 m respectively. Manas County falls into the dry and semi-dry temperate continental climate region, of which the climate features are severe cold winter, hot summer, abundant sunshine, aridness, and little rainfall, with annual average temperature of 6.9 °C and average annual precipitation of 173.3 mm.

**Basic data**

The main data used in this research covers land cover type, Normalized Differential Vegetation Index (NDVI), geographic and geomorphic data, meteorological data, soil
type, distribution data of geological disaster, and administrative map. *Table 2* shows the data sources and details.

**Table 2. Data contents and sources**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data name</th>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land cover type</td>
<td>Institute of Geographic Sciences and Natural Resources Research, CAS</td>
<td>Vector data of year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>Environmental and Ecological Science Data Center for West China, National Natural Science Foundation of China</td>
<td>SPOT VGT NDVI 1 km resolution data of year 2009-2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital elevation data</td>
<td>NASA SRTM3 data</td>
<td>90 m resolution grid data of year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomorphic data</td>
<td>Land and Resource Department of Manas County</td>
<td>Geomorphic unit zoning of year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorological data</td>
<td>Manas County Meteorological Service</td>
<td>Data of rainfall, snow and meteorological disaster of year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soil type data</td>
<td>Manas County Bureau of Agriculture</td>
<td>Soil distribution and type of year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution of geological disaster</td>
<td>Land and Resource Department of Manas County</td>
<td>Distribution of places prone to and classifications of geological disasters of year 2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative division</td>
<td>Land and Resource Department of Manas County</td>
<td>Vector boundary diagram of Manas County and villages and towns of year 2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1. The location of Manas County**
Considering that the data is from different sources, it is necessary to preprocess the data before ecological analysis, including correction of remote sensing image data, scanning vectorization and registration of grid data, mergence and clipping of grid data based on administrative boundary map of county region. Essential data on the survey region has been generated with Xi-An trimetric projection zone coordinate system based on the preprocessed data.

**Ecological sensitivity analysis**

The term of ecological sensitivity analysis in this research refers to the level of sensitivity of inhabiting area of major species in an ecosystem to interference of human activity, or the adaptive capacity of inhabiting area of major species in an ecosystem to external disturbance, which, with respect to selection of ecological factor, complies with the principles of representativeness, reliability, combination of qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis, and data availability (Sheikhhosseini, 2018; Fang et al., 2018; Dong et al., 2018). For constructing the indicator system, comprehensive consideration of natural factors and anthropogenic influence has been taken, and the selected sensitivity assessment indicators including land cover factor, vegetation factor, slope, geomorphic type, and groundwater protection zone factor. For land cover factor, land-use type is taken as the assessment indicator, and national forest parks and major wetlands are taken into full consideration; for vegetation factor, NDVI is taken as the assessment indicator; for geomorphic factor, geomorphic division type is taken as the assessment indicator (Zhang et al., 2017; Obraczka et al., 2017).

In this research, the attributes of the assessment indicators are assessed, and a value ranging from 1 to 9 is assigned to each indicator. High value indicates high level of ecological sensitivity (as shown in Table 3, ‘/’ indicates that it would contain non-relevant information). A weight is assigned to land cover factor, NDVI, slope, geomorphology, and underground water factor respectively, which is 0.4, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2 and 0.1 respectively. A 30 m × 30 m grid cell is taken as analytical unit, and the weighted sum of the factors is calculated with grid calculator in ArcGIS 9.3. Based on the calculations, the ecologically sensitive region is divided into five levels with 5-level division method, namely high sensitive area, relatively highly sensitive area, medium sensitive area, low sensitive area and non-sensitive area.

### Table 3. Manas County ecosystem sensitivity assessment indicator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Item 1</th>
<th>Item 2</th>
<th>Item 3</th>
<th>Item 4</th>
<th>Item 5</th>
<th>Item 6</th>
<th>Item 7</th>
<th>Item 8</th>
<th>Item 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Land cover</td>
<td>Urban</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Farmland</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Deseed</td>
<td>Grassland</td>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Forest, wetland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NDVI</td>
<td>≤ 0</td>
<td>(0, 0.25]</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>(0.25-0.5]</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>(0.50-0.75]</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>(0.75-1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geomorphology</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Fine soil plain</td>
<td>Inclined plain</td>
<td>Desert</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Hill</td>
<td>Middle mountain</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>High mountain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underground water</td>
<td>Non-protective zone</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>Protection zone</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ecological risk analysis

For purpose of this research, comprehensive ecological risk assessment method is adopted. According to field research and materials and documents, the three major ecological risks in Manas County include flood, desert, and geological disaster. An ecological risk assessment model has been built based on the results of risk exposure in combination with the intensity and frequency of risk. For the analysis, the collected research data is digitized first, and then further collated, verified and edited. On this basis, a database is built on the ArcGIS platform, and calculation and analysis are made according to the needs of assessment.

The flood types in Manas County mainly include snow (ice)-melted flood, rainstorm-type flood and blended-type flood. In the research, analysis is made on runoff of snow, rainstorm and small watershed, the probability of occurrence of flood is determined according to different catchment areas, and a certain area on both sides of river reach prone to flood is taken as the risky place. In the research on desertization risk, vegetation index, soil type, and average annual precipitation are taken as the assessment factors of desertization risk grade, and desertization risk classification is made. In the research on risk of landslide and debris flow, a geological disaster ecological risk formula of Manas County is established with slope, rainstorm and vegetation coverage as the assessment factors. At last, on the basis of main ecological risk analysis, the three risks set out above are normalized and graded respectively (as shown in Table 4), a weight of 0.40, 0.35 and 0.25 is assigned to flood risk, desertization risk and geologic risk respectively, and weighting calculation is conducted. Limited to human recognition, 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 are often used to distinguish the difference between two objects. Based on the results, the ecological risk area is divided into high risk area, relatively high risk area, moderate risk area, relatively low risk area and low area with the 5-level division method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of risk</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flood risk</td>
<td>(0.04,0.08]</td>
<td>(0.08,0.17]</td>
<td>(0.17,0.33]</td>
<td>(0.33,0.58]</td>
<td>(0.58-1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desertization risk</td>
<td>(0.44,0.53]</td>
<td>(0.53,0.60]</td>
<td>(0.60,0.65]</td>
<td>(0.65,0.70]</td>
<td>(0.70,0.85]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geological risk</td>
<td>(0.11,0.25]</td>
<td>(0.25,0.34]</td>
<td>(0.34,0.45]</td>
<td>(0.45,0.56]</td>
<td>(0.56,0.80]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suitability analysis of county development

According to the normalization with equal weight of the results of ecological sensitivity analysis and ecological risk analysis of Manas County and suitability analysis of county development, the highly ecologically sensitive area and highly ecological risk area are unsuitable for county development, relatively high ecologically sensitive area and relatively high risk area are barely suitable for county development, medium ecologically sensitive area and medium ecological risk area are moderately suitable for county development, and low ecologically sensitive area and low ecological risk area are highly suitable for county development. The ecology, safety, resources, environment and urban functions of areas unsuitable and barely suitable for county development are vulnerable, which are difficult to restore or will lead to heavy losses once being damaged. Proper control measures should be taken in areas moderately...
suitable for county development according to the requirements of ecology, safety, resources and environment. Concentrated construction is feasible in areas highly or relatively highly suitable for county development.

Results of comprehensive ecological sensitivity analysis

According to the ecosystem sensitivity assessment indicators of Manas County, the highly sensitive area in the whole Manas County mainly covers the water conservation area in the south, wetlands in the central part, and desert in the north, and other areas most are moderately sensitive areas. The proportions of highly sensitive area, relatively highly sensitive area, moderately sensitive area, low sensitive area, and non-sensitive area to the total area of the survey region are 41.31%, 16.17%, 16.44%, 7.07% and 19.01% respectively.

Results of comprehensive ecological risk analysis

According to the ecological risk assessment system, the high-ecological-risk area of Manas County is mainly distributed in the south of Taxihe Village, the middle part and south of Qing-Shui-He Village, and the north of Guang-Dong-Di Village. The ecological risk level of the area along the downstream of Taxihe and the area along the downstream of Manas River is also relatively high, and that of other areas is low.

Results of suitability analysis of Manas County development

The suitability analysis results of county development are classified into five grades. The area highly suitable for county development mainly covers most areas of Manas town, Lan-Hou-Wan town, the west area of 147 regimental farm, Bei-Wu-Cha, the southeast of Liu-Hu-Di, as well as the east of 148 regimental farm, 149 regimental farm and 150 regimental farm; the area relatively highly suitable for county development mainly covers the middle part of the four regimental farms, the south of Lan-Zhou-Wan, Le-Tu-Yi and the south of Bao-Jia-Dian; the area moderately suitable for county development mainly covers Xin-Hu Farm and most area of Guang-Dong-Di village; the rest area is barely suitable or unsuitable for county development, mainly covering the northern desert, southern mountain, the area along Manas River and Taxihe, and reservoirs and swags in plain area.

Manas County construction regionalization

Manas County is regionalized according to the suitability analysis of Manas County development, by which the areas barely suitable or unsuitable for county development are classified into prohibited-construction areas, and the areas relatively highly or highly suitable for county development into construction-suitable areas. The prohibited-construction areas mainly cover the southern mountains, wetlands in the plain area, and the northern desert. The north slope of the Tian-Shan Mountains is highly sensitive water conservation area; most primeval forest and vegetation have been damaged in the process of bringing wasteland into cultivation; the area of the north desert has been put under proper control with the expansion of cultivated land and the construction of wind break, but it is still an ecologically sensitive area needing intensive protection. These areas set out above should be prohibited for development in urban construction (Fig. 2).
Figure 2. The prohibited-construction area and construction-suitable area of Manas County

Conclusions

In this paper, relatively comprehensive ecological assessment of Manas County has been made through ecological sensitivity analysis and ecological risk analysis by combining expert knowledge with the analytic hierarchy process and bringing the spatial analysis capability of GIS into full play, providing new ideas for ecological quality assessment and urban development planning. In the scope of Manas County, the highly sensitive area is mainly distributed in the water conservation area in the south mountains, wetlands in the central part, and desert in the north; the proportions of highly sensitive area, relatively highly sensitive area, moderately sensitive area, low sensitive area, and non-sensitive area to the total area of the survey region are 41.31%, 16.17%, 16.44%, 7.07% and 19.01% respectively; the highly ecological risk area is mainly distributed in the south of Taxihe Village, the middle part and south of Qing-Shui-He Village, and the north of Guang-Dong-Di Village, as well as the middle and lower reaches of Taxihe and the lower reaches of Manas River. According to ecological sensitivity analysis and ecological risk analysis, county development suitability analysis has been made in this research, and the survey region is classified into prohibited-construction area, construction expansion restricted zone, and construction-suitable area on this basis. The construction of any unrelated building should be prohibited in the prohibited-construction area, measures should be taken to avoid occupying urban construction land in the constructive expansion restricted zone as far as possible, and rational development on the premise of ecological environmental protection is allowed in the construction-suitable area.

According to the ecological sensitivity analysis and ecological risk analysis, the middle and lower reaches of Manas River and the upper and middle reaches of Taxihe are flood-prone area, of which the comprehensive ecological safety assessment index takes on a down trend. A special fund allocated by the Ministry of Water Resources was
used for flood control of Manas River in 2011. The feasible measures for flood control include consolidating the construction of small and medium size reservoirs and infrastructure of flood control and drainage of cities, and mitigating damage to Manas River and Taxihe. For severe desertification region, it needs to strengthen the construction of vegetation, river, road, and other ecological corridors in the junction zone between desert and city, to prevent desertification erosion. For the highly sensitive and risk areas such as the high mountains and gorge areas in Manas County, ecological emigration from the steep slope area along Manas River and Taxihe can be considered to resettle the scattered residents in an area of low ecological risk centrally. For county development, the construction of unrelated buildings should be prohibited in the prohibited-construction area; measures should be taken to avoid occupying urban construction land in the constructive expansion restricted zone as far as possible, or proper ecological assessment, compensation measures and the procedure for examination and approval should be subject to if it needs to occupy any urban construction land in special circumstance; the principles of construction following planning, optimal land utilization, intensive development, and rational exploitation on the premise of ecological environmental protection should be adhered to for the construction-suitable area.
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